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MINUTES of the Kick-Off Meeting
Castellammare di Stabia - Naples (IT), 30th – 31st January 2011
Deliverable 1
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MINUTES
Participants
Mario Di Maio – President of the Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS (IT)
Carolina Esposito – Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS (IT)
Carmela Eutalia Esposito - Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS (IT)
Anna Longobardi - Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS (IT)
Giuseppina Nitto - Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS (IT)
Eleonora Giordano - Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS (IT)
Gennaro Pastore – Responsible for the Addiction Service Campania Regionia (IT)
Raffaele Trojano - Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS (IT)
Rosario Indice – President of the CEARC
Raffaele Ruocco – Health Local Agency Perugia 2 (IT)
Carmine Falanga – Associazione ISES (IT)
Dolores Forgione – Associazione ISES (IT)
Giannis Chrysostomou, INTERFUSION (CY)
Yiannis Konnaris, INTERFUSION (CY)
Haris Neofytou, INTERFUSION (CY)
Genoveva Tisheva, BGRF (BG)
Diyana Videva, BGRF (BG)
C.M. Stallone President of the Surveillance Court Salerno (IT)
C.A. Esposito President of the Surveillance Court Napoles (IT)
M. R. Genghi – Social Worker Ser.T Torre Annunziata (IT)
M. Di Matteo Responsible for the Ser.T Torre Annunziata (IT)
Fathe A. Zappolini Presidente Coordinamento Nazionale Comunità Alloggio (C.N.C.A) (IT)
M. Grimaldi Responsible for the U.O.S.M. San Giorgio a Cremano (Na) (IT)
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30th January 2012
1. Welcome address and introduction
Father Don Mario Di Maio (Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS), the President of the Comunità Maria
Fanelli ONLUS, opened SPRING’s kick-off meeting. He introduced himself and welcomed the
partners in the city of Castellammare di Stabia and at the Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS. He
expressed his desire to start a fruitful and long term collaboration with the partners and wished
success to the project.
The President presented his apologies for not being able to participate in the entire meeting due
to his previous engagements.
Carolina Esposito (FANELLI – Scientific Coordinator of SPRING) introduced herself and welcomed
the partner’s representatives.
Mr. Carmine Falanga (ISES - Financial Manager) introduced himself and gave start to the meeting
with a round table of personal presentations of the participants.
All the participants introduced their self and the organisations that they represent.
2. Presentation of the General Programme on Security and Safeguarding Liberties, the
Specific Programme ''PREVENTION OF AND FIGHT AGAINST CRIME'' (2007-2013) and of
the project
Mr. Carmine Falanga (ISES) introduced the EC Specific Programme ''PREVENTION OF AND FIGHT
AGAINST CRIME'' (2007-2013) and the priorities of the Call for proposals 2011 by which SPRING
has being co-financed. Then, Mr. Falanga offered an overwiew of SPRING objectives and activities.
3. Presentation of the partners and of the local context
Ms. Dolores Forgione (ISES) introduced the session “Presentations of the Partners” asking the
partners to present their organization and the context of Treatment programmes and Alternative
mesures for addicted young people in their countries.
Ms. Genoveva Tishea and Ms. Diyana Videva (BGRF) presented to the partners the organization’s
location, mission, vision, activities, staff involved in SPRING project and the expertise and their
experiences in the field.
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After presenting BGRF, Ms. Videva introduced to the partners the local context of Bulgaria
referring to the experience of Alternative Measures and Treatment programmes for addicted
young people.
Mr. Yiannis Konnaris (Interfusion) presented to the partners the organization’s location, mission,
vision, main activities in SPRING and the expertise of the staff involved in the project.
Furthermore, Mr. Konnaris introduced to the partners the local context of Cyprus regarding the
experiences of Alternatives Measures for Juveniles, Prison Programs of Rehabilitation and
Treatments.
Ms. Dolores Forgione (ISES) presented to the partners the organization’s location, mission, vision,
activities and the staff involved in SPRING project.
Ms. Anna Longobardi (Fanelli) presented the University location, history, mission, vision, activities
and the staff involved in SPRING project.
Ms. Carmela Eutalia Esposito (Fanelli) introduced to the partners the local context of Italy
regarding the practices of Restorative Justice, the related laws and regulation, its lacks and the
references that Fanelli takes into consideration in its studies on the subject.
4. Set-up of the SPRING Steering Committee (Representatives, Communication tools and
MeetingsPlanning)
Ms. Carolina Esposito (Fanelli) introduced the importance and tasks of the Steering Committee
and asked to all the partners to appoint one member for its setting up.
SPRING steering committee will be composed as follows:
PARTNER
P1

Comunità Maria Fanelli Italy

Bulgarian Gender
Research Foundation Bulgaria
P3 Interfusion services Cyprus
P2

P4

Istituto Europeo per lo
Sviluppo Socio Economico
(ISES) - Italy

APPOINTED
RESPONSIBLE

CONTACT

CAROLINA
ESPOSITO

spring@mariafanelli.it
(skype: carolina.esposito6)

GENOVEVA
TISHEVA

office@bgrf.bg

GIANNIS
CHRYSOSTOMOU
CARMINE FALANGA

(skype: gtisheva)
gc@interfusionservices.com
(skype: giannis. Chrysostomou)
carmine.falanga@associazioneises.org
(skype: carmine78falanga78)
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5. Presentation of the Administrative and Financial Rules of the project
Mr. Carmine Falanga (ISES – Financial manager) outlined the main rules of SPRING in the field of
its administrative and financial management. In particular, Mr. Falanga presented the basic
referral documents, when the partners will receive the EC funds, which are the eligible costs
(specially referring to staff and travels), models for time sheets and per diem sheet, and the not
eligible costs.
Q: Both BGRF and INTERFUSION asked clarifications about the eligible costs for the project
meetings given that it can occur that staff not mentioned in the Grant Agreement could
participate in the project meetings.
A: Mr. Falanga explained that only staff members indicated in the Grant Agreement can
participate in the project meetings. However, participants not belonging to the official project staff
can participate in the project meetings if mentioned as external experts.
Q: Interfusion asked clarifications about eventual staff changes.
A: Mr. Falanga replied that staff changes are possible sending an official letter to the Commission
explaining the reasons for the changes and eventually the new daily cost of the staff that however,
cannot affect the total staff costs mentioned in the Grant Agreement.
Q: Mr. Chrysostomou (Interfusion) asked whether it is possible to pay staff members with
invoices.
A: Mr. Falanga explained that the staff employed for the project must be hired with a specific job
contract and that staff cannot be subcontracted.
Q: Both BGRF and INTERFUSION asked clarifications about the PER DIEM: how to calculate it, what
does it cover and how to get the reimbursement.
A: Mr. Falanga explained that per diem covers meals, accommodation and local transports costs
and that the reimbursement has to be in line with the partners internal usual practices on travel
costs (flat rate or real costs reimbursement). Mr. Falanga asked the partners to send a copy of the
partners internal rule attesting their usual practice on travel costs.
Q: Ms. Tisheva asked some clarifications on BGRF budget and if it is possible to move costs from
one budget heading to another one.
A: Mr. Falanga explained that under the same budget heading it is possible to change the budget
up to 10% without requesting a Grant Agreement amendment but only informing the European
Commission with an official letter.
6. Presentation of the EU visibility guidelines and project website
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Ms. Dolores Forgione (ISES) presented the information required by the EC to give visibility to the
communitarian funding to SPRING implementation and explained to the partners how to apply
these requirements in visibility actions as events, publications, signs and posters.
Ms. Forgione presented to the partners ISES proposal of the project website layout. She illustrated
the proposal to insert in the Menu the following sections: partners, project abstract, activities,
results, project deliverables. Then Mrs. Alacqua asked them to make their suggestions.

The partners agreed with these sections.
Q: Mr. Neofytou (Interfusion) asked whether the website will include a private section only for
partners.
A: Mr. Falanga (ISES) suggested to have only public sections.
Q: Ms. Esposito (Fanelli) asked to include also a section “Useful Links” in the main menu.
A: All the partners accepted the proposal.
Finally, Ms. Forgione presented ISES proposal of project logo, which has been successfully
accepted by all the partners.
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7. Definition of the research methodology, criteria and indicators
After lunch, Ms. Anna Longobardi and Ms. Carolina Esposito, with the collaboration of Ms. Nitto,
introduced to the partners the criteria to be applied to the research on the local context.
Before the meeting, Fanelli already prepared and submitted to the partners a list of
criteria/indicators to carry on the analysis of the local context (please, find it enclosed). The
presentation saw the partners really active in the debate expressing their ideas and opinion and
making questions.
8. Presentation of the next six months project activities
Ms. Dolores Forgione (ISES) presented the next months of the project activities, underlying the
deadlines and the role of each partner (including the WP leaders). Moreover, she distributed to all
the partners the GANNTT diagram (please, find it enclosed) for all the duration of SPRING project
focusing in particular on the next six months project activities.
9. Meeting closure and Greetings
Mrs. Carolina Esposito thanked all the participants on behalf of the Fanelli and closed the meeting
with the aim of a strong and committed work by all the partners.
Ms. Dolores Forgione (ISES) offered her support via internet and telephone any time for all the
partners in quality of SPRING Project Manager. She committed herself to send to the partners all
the information produced during this meeting and the agreement taken.

31st January 2012

1. Welcome address and introduction
Mrs. Carolina Esposito (FANELLI – Scientific Coordinator of SPRING) opened the second meeting
day. Mrs. Esposito briefly presented the aims of this second day and the external experts invited to
participate in the project meeting.
Topics of the speech: treatment and care facilities and rehabilitation of persons with interim
measures has its complexity as the therapeutic alliance and the same therapeutic contract are
conditioned by judgmental factors which are: living in the community, the difficulty of the person
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to be defined within a relationship in an independent way. Alliance strategies and contract ones
must provide and adapt to this situation and to the programmes and the setting of intervention
must be individualized and must provide the cooperation between the social, health and justice
networks
2. Presentation of the experience and methodologies of intervention of the Comunità M.
Fanelli with people in an alternative prison regime.
Mrs. Carolina Esposito (FANELLI – Scientific Coordinator of SPRING) presented to the participants
the experience and the methodologies of intervention of the Comunità Fanelli, in particular the
presentation was focused on the data about people in an alternative prison regime.
3. Good practices for the prevention of recidivism for crimes committed by addicts in urban
contexts.
Mr. Gennaro Pastore (Responsible of the Regional Service for drug addicted) presented to the
participants some good practices for the prevention of recidivism for crimes committed by addicts
in urban contexts.
Mr. Pastore gave an overview of the phenomenon of drug prison and with reference to drugrelated crimes and to alternative measures under the current legislation for drug offenders.
Mr. Pastore, gave an overview of the general condition of life in prison with particular reference
to the Italian prison of Poggioreale (Naples), detention facility included in an urban-metropolitan
as Naples. The speaker analysed the Italian context, emphasized the social concept of detention,
an idea that has transformed the prison into a place of imprisonment for persons who fail to
integrate into the social context. It also stressed the importance of placing emphasis on
rehabilitation and treatment outside the prison system also paying attention to the economic
dimension of the daily management of drug addicted in prison.
Mr. Pastore, as an expert of Spring Project, submitted a questionnaire for a data collection and
info regarding the characteristics of the service and related data corresponding to the target users
of the Spring project.
4. The social distress of the person and the levels of social integration
Mr. Francesco della Pietra presented one of the issues related to distress is the social integration.
This problem is frequently detected since adolescence through expressions of addiction including
eating disorders and addictions affective substance dependencies. The consumption of substance
besides other addictions bring up the complication of the difficulty of social integration.
In both national and international literature the problem of dependencies, along with depression,
is considered one of the emergencies that the health sector should take care of. Currently in Italy
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one of the problems is the fragmentation of assistance (DSM, SERT etc..) that makes the
management of people with substance dependencies highly problematic.
5. Good procedures for the prevention of recidivism for crimes committed by addicts in
urban contexts
Father Armando Zappolini focused his speech on the integration of interventions carried out by
the various actors involved in the drug question. Still more significant is the context of acceptance
and more and more relevance is given to local communities. Drug addiction is a problem at sociohealth level and must be addressed through interventions of therapeutic and rehabilitative rather
than punitive and repressive. Drug addiction is a purely social problem for this active involvement
of civil society is central to the success of treatment interventions and social reintegration of drug
addicts.
6. Round table
C.M. Stallone President of the Surveillance Court Salerno (IT)
C.A. Esposito President of the Surveillance Court Napoles (IT)
M. R. Genghi – Social Worker Ser.T Torre Annunziata (IT)
M. Di Matteo Responsible for the Ser.T Torre Annunziata (IT)
Fathe A. Zappolini Presidente Coordinamento Nazionale Comunità Alloggio (C.N.C.A) (IT)
M. Grimaldi Responsible for the U.O.S.M. San Giorgio a Cremano (IT)
The participants discussed of the issues relating to good practice about the alternatives measures
for drug offenders. Mr. Pastore explained the procedures for access to legal reserves and accorded
to alternative measures to detention in Italy. Particular attention was paid to the audience in the
clarification of some issues raised by critics of operators therapeutic communities. Mr. Stallone,
starting from the current situation of poor integration between legal obligations and the needs of
social and rehabilitation of drug dependent offenders, questioned the audience asking
provocatively, about the real effectiveness of alternatives to imprisonment. Another critical
element, highlighted by Mr. Stallone was about the communication between organizations
involved in the diagnosis and treatment programs for drug addiction in the fill-in of health
documents to the court for granting the benefit. This element was addressed by Mr. Stallone
starting after the speech of Mrs. Genghi about the difficulties of the Ser.T to communicate with
the Surveillance Court for effective and efficient taking care of people seeking to serve their
sentences in contexts other than prison and start, in many cases also continue, a therapeutic
programme of recovery. The speaker in accordance with the service manager, Mr Di Matteo,
presented some data concerning persons taken in charge by their service, the Ser.T of Torre
Annunziata, for the past year. It was highlighted the difficulty in matching the needs of the
treatment programs provided by the provisions of the Supervisory Judge. To overcome this issue,
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the presidents Stallone and Esposito have offered their willingness to build a table of comparison
between all the actors involved.
7. Learning questionnaire: The processes of care and rehabilitation of people with problems
of precautionary measures.
Mrs. Carolina Esposito managed this session submitting a questionnaire to the participants.
ANNEXES
o Meeting agenda
o Analysis of the local context guidelines
At
the
following
link
http://share.associazioneises.org/SPRING/Kick-off-meetingpresentations/Presentations-Kick-off-Meeting.zip you will find all the power points
presentations mentioned in the report.
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Meeting Agenda
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Kick-off Meeting in Castellammare di Stabia
(Naples – Italy)
30th-31st January 2012

30th January 2012
Venue: via Alcide de Gasperi 327, Castellammare di Stabia (NA)
09.30 – 09.45 Registration
09.45 – 10.00
Welcome address and introduction:
Mario Di Maio – President Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS
Carolina Esposito – Scientific Coordinator – Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS
Carmine Falanga – Financial Manager – Associazione ISES
10.00 – 10.25
Presentation of the General Programme on Security and Safeguarding Liberties, the Specific
Programme ''PREVENTION OF AND FIGHT AGAINST CRIME'' (2007-2013) and of the project
Carmine Falanga – Financial Manager – Associazione ISES
10.25 – 11.00
Presentation of the partners (Cyprus, Bulgaria and Italy)
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11.00 – 11.15
Coffee break
11.15 – 11.30
Set-up of the SPRING Steering Committee (Representatives, Communication tools and Meetings
Planning)
11.30 – 12.00
Administrative and Financial rules of the project
Carmine Falanga – Associazione ISES
12.00 – 12.45
Presentation of the EU visibility guidelines and project website
Dolores Forgione – Associazione ISES
12.45 – 13.00
Q&A
13.00 – 14.30
Lunch
14.30 – 16.30
Definition of the research methodology, criteria and indicators
Anna Longobardi - Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS
16.30 – 16.45
Coffee break
16.45 – 17.30
Presentation of the next six months project activities
Carolina Esposito – Scientific Coordinator – Comunità Maria Fanelli ONLUS
Dolores Forgione – Associazione ISES
17.30 – 18.30
A.O.B.
18.30
Meeting closure and Greetings
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31st January 2012
Venue: via Alcide de Gasperi 327, Castellammare di Stabia (NA)
9.30 Introduces and moderates. Carolina Esposito
09.40-11.00
Carolina Esposito: Presentation of the experience and methodologies of intervention of the
Association M. Fanelli with people in an alternative prison regime.
11.00-12.30
Rino Pastore: Good practices for the prevention of recidivism for crimes committed by addicts in
urban contexts.
12.30-13.30
Francesco della Pietra: The social distress of the person and the levels of social integration
13.30
Lunch
Introduces and moderates: Manlio Grimaldi
14.00 – 15.30
Don Armando Zappolini: Good procedures for the prevention of recidivism for crimes committed
by addicts in urban contexts
15.30 -15.45
Coffee break
15.45 – 17.45
Round table: Grimaldi, Pastore, Di Matteo, Galdi, Esposito
17.45 – 18.30
Learning questionnaire
-The processes of care and rehabilitation of people with problems of precautionary measures.
C. Esposito . Intervention Strategies.
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Working Package 4 Analysis of the local contexts - Guidelines
14

Working Group: definition of the research methodology, criteria and indicators
SPRING project aims to fight recidivism of drug related crimes committed by young people in urban
contests, through the identification of best practices in alternative measures and treatment programs to
detention for drug addicted offenders and prevention campaigns.
WP 4 will aim to perform the country analysis and to report the general knowledge framework
about the issues tackled by the project in each participating country (at national and local level):
prevention of and fight against recidivism of drug related crimes.
The country analysis for each participating country will be based on a literature review of scientific
publications, official documents, laws, agreements and guidelines with reference to drug phenomenon and
drug addiction and to alternative treatment programs to detention for drug addicted offenders (paying
particular attention to experiences with music therapy)
This research will concern the following points:
• Demographic and socio-cultural analysis and description of drug phenomenon with particular
reference to anti-social behaviour;
• Legal and regulatory framework on drug and drug addiction;
• National data about drug related crimes and drug addicted offenders;
• Legislation in force, national and local agreements on the topics of:
- health interventions in the field of addiction
- social and health practices in the field of addiction
• National data about health and social practices in the field of addiction;
• Alternative measures to detention for drug addicted offenders;
• National data about alternative measures and treatment programs to detention for drug addicted
offenders.
In order to highlight most clearly the general framework of each participating country, a SWOT
analysis (Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) will be perform to provide a summary of the
strength and weaknesses to be considered in the future phases of the project.
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Search strategy
Study of the literature (scientific journals, grey literature, national reports, etc.), and of legislation
related to each participating Member State to identify the topics of SPRING (prevention and fight against
drug related crimes) and allow the understanding of the general framework of the project. Publications
from year 2002 have to be taken into consideration.
For the analysis of the local context, with all the information collected by the study of literature
etc., please add a short report (1 or 2 pages ) of each point of the analysis.
For the filling of the SWOT matrix, please, describe each point referring to alternative measures to
detention for drug addicted offenders.
In order to obtain homogeneous references and to understand what data is referred to what
reference, please, at the end of the document, add a reference list, with the sources you selected as most
representative, (see page ).
For the reference list please follow this order:
- for journals ( as minimum): author(s),journal year of publication, pages
- for books: Author(S,)title, publishing, publication place, year of publication.
- for Institutional reports or documents: Institution, title, publishing, journal (if applicable,) year of
publication, and/or url (if applicable).
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1) Demographic and Socio-Cultural analysis and description of the drugs phenomenon
(last 10 years )

16

1.a Scientific literature review on the problem of addiction and antisocial behaviour (last 10 years)
Identification of the drug phenomenon paradigm (ex. Disease - medical approach; Moral deviance - penal
approach; Harm reduction, ect).
HISTORY OF THE RESEARCH
Identified sources

- XXX
- XXX
- XXX
N=

Numbers of selected sources

N=
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1.b National data on addicted population (last 10 years)
2005
M

F

2006
M

F

2007
M

F

2008
M

F

2009
M

F

2010
M

General population
Population
over 18
Population
under 18
Addicted population
(percentage)
Addicted over 18
population
(percentage)
Addicted under 18
population
(percentage)
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2011
M

F
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2) Legal and regulatory framework on drugs and drug addiction. Legislation in force, National and Local
Agreements; National public data about drug related crimes (last 10 years)
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Legislation in force
Title of law

Year

Guidance

Contents

Drug-related crimes/offences
Article

Description

Penalty

N.B. Add lines as necessary

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Amendment/
Integrations
(last 10 years)
Contents of the
Amendments/
Integrations
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2011

National data
2005
M

2006
F

M

2007
F

M

19
2008

F

M

2009
F

M

2010
F

M

Inmates over 18 (absolute
values)

Inmates under 18
(absolute values)

Inmate addicted
population
(percentage)
Inmates addicted
over 18
(percentage)

Convicted addicted under
18
(percentage)
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2011
F

M

F

N.B. Add lines as necessary according to articles identified in the previous table (Drug-related
crimes/offences)
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Drug-related crimes/offences
2005

<18

2006

>18

<18

>18

2007

<18

>18

2008

<18

>18

2009

<18

>18

2010

<18

Number of inmates
that violated the
law……(please
specify the number
of article of the
law)
Number of inmates
that violated the
law…(please specify
the number of
article of the law)
………..
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2011

<18

>18

3) Legislation in force, National and Local Agreements about Health interventions policies in the field of
addiction. (last 10 years)
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Organization of National Health System
Your National Health System is funded by:
Public
Private
Shared (public-private)
Description of the National Health System organization framework of the Country

Fundamental principles

Legislation in force
National
Title of law

Year

Contents

Local
Title of law

Year

Agreements

2002

Contents

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009
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2010

2011
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Health services for drug addicted

Health services
Number of services

Distribution of services for
population (number per citizen
habitants)

Funds allocated for Health policies
National
Funds
Regional
Funds
Local
Funds

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007
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4) National and Local Agreements about Social and Health practices in the field of addiction. (last 10
years)
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Agreements in force
National
Title of the Agreements

Year

Contents

Local
Title of the Agreements

Intervention

Year

Contents

Social and health interventions for drug addicted
Description

Promoter
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Number of social and health interventions
Tipology
of 2006
intervention

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Funds allocated for social and health interventions
National
Funds
Regional
Funds
Local
Funds

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007
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5) Legislation in force, national and local agreements on alternative measures to detention for children
and young-adults who have committed drug-related crimes (last 5 years)

Alternative measures to detention
Tipology of
alternative
measure to
detention

Law and
articles

Brief Description

Procedure
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National data
2005
M

2006
m

M

m

2007
M

m

2008
M

m

2009
M

m

2010
M

Number of drug
addicted requesting
alterantive measures
(absolute values)
Number of requests
accepted (absolute
values)
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2011
M

M
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6) Alternative treatment programmes to detention for addicted offenders
Alternative treatment programmes to detention
Tipology of
treatment

Description

Promoter of the
programme

(public, private, shared)

Describe the different
phases of the treatment
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6.b National data about alternative treatment programs to detention for addicted offenders.

2005
M

m

2006
M

m

2007
M

m

2008
M

m

2009
M

28

2010

m

M

2011

m

Number of
treatments of the
public services
Number of
treatments of the
private services
Number of
treatments of
shared services

Funds allocated for alternative treatments to detention for drug addicted
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

National
Funds
Regional
Funds
Local
Funds
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M

m
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SWOT Analysis

Please describe in 1 page each point of the following matrix referring to alternative measures and
treatment programmes to detention for drug addicted offenders

STRENGTHS
Factors within the context that could be enhanced

WEAKNESSES
Limits to be considered

OPPORTUNITIES
Opportunities to be catch according to the local
context peculiarities and peculiarities and that
represent concrete development opportunities

THREATS
Risks to be assessed and to deal because they
could worsen the situation and make critical it
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